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“ PORTRAIT(S), A GALLERY OF FINE WINE COLLECTIONS ”
THE NEXT SALE OF GENEVA-BASED BAGHERA/WINES
ESTIMATED BETWEEN CHF 4.4 AND 8.7 MILLION.

Sunday, December 8, 2019 from 2pm
Beau-Rivage Hotel Reception Rooms, Geneva

Lot 4 : Chambertin, Clos de Bèze 2014, Domaine Armand Rousseau (1 magnum) — CHF 3’ 000 – 6’ 000
Baghera/wines, European leader in fine wine auctions, invites

1999 Domaine Henri Jayer (lots 91 and 92), for a total estimated

collectors and fine wine enthusiasts to bid for the 183 lots of its

between 4.4 and 8.7 million Swiss francs (between 4 and 8 mil-

sale “ Portrait(s), A Gallery of fine wine collections ” on auction on

lion euros).

Sunday, December 8.

This sale is a unique opportunity for a wide range of enthusiasts

“ Portrait(s) ” is divided into 5 collections and offers a wide va-

and fine wine collectors to acquire sought-after bottles.

riety of formats (5 imperials, 2 jeroboams, 30 double-magnums,

Michael Ganne, Executive Director of Baghera/wines says: “ Por-

210 magnums, 1659 bottles and 1 half-bottle). The greatest Do-

trait(s) is a tribute to the various facets the world of fine wines has to

maines and Châteaux of the European vineyard, such as Do-

offer, through the variety of its terroirs and vintages. So many cha-

maine Armand Rousseau, Domaine Henri Jayer, Domaine de

racteristics reflecting the diversity of the most delightful European vi-

la Romanée-Conti, Château Mouton-Rothschild and Azienda

neyards. Portrait(s) is also a reference to the collections that we offer

Case Basse di Gianfranco Soldera, figure in the catalogue of this

in this auction: by their enlightened choices, five enthusiasts bestow

exceptional sale.

a mirror image of their personality, their taste, somehow conveying

The prices of the 183 lots that will go under the hammer range

a part of themselves. We will find in this sale a rich representation

from CHF 400.- (low estimate) for a vertical of 4 bottles of Don

of the best French, but also Italian vineyards. Two rare collections

PX Toro Albala from 1987 to 1946 (lot 180) to CHF 250,000.-

of wines from Domaine de la Romanée-Conti and Henri Jayer are

(low estimate) for 12 bottles of Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux
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PORTRAIT(S), AN AUCTION WITH A BROAD RANGE OF PRICES

This sale is an opportunity to purchase lots valued between CHF 400.- (lot 180, a vertical of 4 bottles of Don PX Toro Albala from
1987 to 1946) and CHF 250'000.- (lots 91 and 92, Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux 1999 Domaine Henri Jayer). This broad range
of prices allows Baghera/wines to address a wide public, enthusiasts and seasoned collectors but also novices desirous to discover sought
after wines and establish a first cellar.
Each lot has been the object of an advanced expertise by Baghera/wines, who consequently offer a selection of the best European
Domaines with perfect origins.

KEY DATA OF THE SALE

1946 to 2016, 1907 bottles divided into 183 lots, of which… 1 half-bottle, 1659 bottles,
210 magnums, 30 double-magnums, 2 jeroboams and 5 imperials.
Vintages spanning from

130 bottles from Domaine Armand Rousseau
1 magnum and 129 bottles.

… of which

163 bottles from Domaine Henri Jayer
… of which 49 magnums and 114 bottles.
65 bottles from Domaine de la Romanée-Conti
… of which 1 magnum and 64 bottles.

194 bottles from Château Mouton-Rothschild
1 imperial, 1 jeroboam, 4 magnums
and 188 bottles.

… of which

70 bottles from Azienda Case Basse di Gianfranco Soldera
… of which 67 bottles and 3 magnums.

AUCTION CATALOGUE
“ PORTRAIT(S) ”, DECEMBER 8

The mirror cover reflects the five
collections of five enthusiasts who, by
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their enlightened choices, bestow a
mirror image of their personality, their
taste, somehow conveying a part of
themselves.

WINE & MUSIC, 2ND ÉDITION

In parallel with this room auction, Baghera/wines is launching the second edition of its annual Wine & Music event. An unforgettable
evening to enjoy the pleasant colloquy between fine wine and wonderful music.
A concert given by a well-known gypsy jazz artist will accompany a Clos de Vougeot tasting. Wines from 12 producers of Clos de
Vougeot will celebrate as many expressions of the micro-terroirs of the famous 2015 vintage.
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“ PORTRAIT(S),
A GALLERY OF FINE WINE COLLECTIONS ”
OUTSTANDING LOTS

LOTS 91-92

LOTS 93-98

Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux

Vosne-Romanée Cros-Parantoux

1999

2000

Domaine Henri Jayer

Domaine Henri Jayer

12 bottles per lot

6 magnums per lot

CHF 250'000 – 500’000

CHF 220'000 – 440’000

LOT 69

LOT 132

Assortment 2015

Château Mouton-Rothschild

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti

Vertical from 2015 to 2005

14 bottles

132 bottles

CHF 60'000 – 120’000

CHF 60'000 – 120’000

LOT 28

LOT 56

Duclot Bordeaux Collection

Assortment 100% Sangiovese

Vertical of 7 coffrets

& Brunello di Montalcino

from 2015 to 2009

from 2013 to 2001

59 bottles

Azienda Case Basse

CHF 50'000 – 100’000

di Gianfranco Soldera
45 bottles
CHF 18'000 – 36’000

LOT 3

LOT 48

Assortment 2015

Assortment Masseto

Domaine Armand Rousseau

from 2015 to 2006

12 bottles

Tenuta dell’Ornellaia

CHF 14'000 – 28’000

10 magnums
CHF 11'000 – 22’000
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ABOUT BAGHERA/WINES,
BUREAU OF EXPERTS DEDICATED TO EXCEPTIONAL WINES
At the end of 2015, Michael Ganne, Julie Carpentier and Francesco Lee, passionate experts, chose Geneva for the founding of
Baghera/wines, a bureau exclusively dedicated to rare wines. Their ambition : to offer a new approach to auctions of exceptional
wines, placing warmth and sharing at the heart of their auctions.
In 2018-19, the historic sale of the personal cellar of Henri Jayer – to date the biggest wine auction ever realised in the world (CHF
34.5M), followed by an unprecedented sale exclusively dedicated to the wines of the Domaine de la Romanée-Conti and the sale
of the last bottles from Domaine René Engel, have propelled Baghera/wines to the position of European leader in wine auctions.
Baghera/wines also assists collectors in all aspects of showcasing a collection, through tailor-made advice, proximity and excellence :
first class organisation, meticulous selection of wines for private tastings, dinners and events associating music and wine.
In 2019 Baghera/wines opened an office in Hong Kong. At the beginning of 2020 the team will move to the Beau-Rivage Hotel in
Geneva, with the opening of a boutique dedicated to fine wines and a private club.

CONTACT PRESS OFFICE

Emilie Drouin | edrouin@bagherawines.com | +41 79 687 17 44
High definition photographs available on request from the press service.
More information : www.bagherawines.com
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